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Brothers of the Cornell and Syracuse chapters and Toronto colony 

Leaders from two other chapters of 
Acacia arrived at Cornell on Saturday, Oc-
tober 3, for an executive retreat. The idea 
was conceived by Acacia’s International 
Headquarters as a way to bring together 
leaders from the northeastern chapters to 
discuss recruitment, the Acacia brand, and 
other important issues. 

Brother Tony Phillips, Acacia’s former 
director of recruitment and expansion who 
now serves as regional alumni advisor, de-
livered the keynote presentation at Gold-
win Smith Hall. Phillips emphasized the 
strengths of Acacia and the importance of 
setting specific, attainable goals. He also 
reminded chapters to focus on dynamic 
recruitment, which is the continuous proc-

ess of developing contacts with prospective 
members and making our fraternity stand 
above the others on campus. 

In addition to our chapter’s executive 
board, delegates from Syracuse and the 
University of Toronto attended. The three 
Canadians who came for the weekend are 
among the eleven students who are trying 
to organize an Acacia colony in Toronto. 
Representatives from Carleton and RPI 
were unable to attend. 

After the workshop, delegates re-
turned to the chapter house for a barbecue 
hosted by the Cornell brotherhood.   The 
Canadians stayed for the night, enjoying 
some American beverages and taking in the 

(Continued on page 5) 
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EXECUTIVE BOARD 
 
Tory Farney ‘11 (1129) 
Atmospheric Science 
Castorland, NY 
[Venerable Dean] 
 
Jose Arrue ’10 (1120) 
Hotel Administration 
West Windsor, NJ 
[Senior Dean] 
 
Thomas Kozakiewicz ’11 (1131) 
Agriculture and Life Sciences 
Riverhead, NY 
[Junior Dean] 
 
Tyler Huth ’10 (1125) 
Music, Earth & Atmospheric  
Sciences 
Norfolk, MA 
[Recruitment Chairman] 
 
Adam Brownstein ’11 (1130) 
Economics 
Scarsdale, NY 
[Treasurer] 
 
ACTIVES 
 
Elie Bilmes ‘10 (1118) 
Government, History 
Middlebury, CT 
 
Christopher Domanti ‘10 (1119) 
Mechanical Engineering 
Fairport, NY 
 
Eric Zatz ’10 (1121) 
Information Science 
West Windsor, NJ 
 
Erik Burkhalter ‘10 (1123) 
Applied Economics and  
Management 
Queens, NY 
 
Josiah Pothen ‘10 (1126) 
Civil and Environmental  
Engineering 
Yorktown, VA 
 
 
 

The Traveler is published 
semiannually by the Cornell 
University Chapter of  
Acacia Fraternity. This 
newsletter is mailed to 
alumni, fellow chapters, 
friends, and family of active 
members of the Chapter. 
Correspondence regarding 
this publication (as well as 
all other concerns and com-
ments) should be addressed 
to: 
 
Acacia Fraternity 
c/o Alumni Affairs 
318 Highland Road 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
(607) 257-7055 
Website: 
www.cornellacacia.org 
Email: acacia@cornell.edu 
 
The current Traveler, along 
with past issues, can be 
found on our website. 
 
The statements made and the 
opinions expressed in this pub-
lication are independent of the 
University and Interfraternity 
Council (IFC). The chapter is 
solely responsible for the con-
tents of this publication. 
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Brian Cannon ‘10 (1128) 
Economics, English 
Malvern, PA 
[Dean of Scholarship] 
 
Oleksander Bilyk ‘11 (1132) 
Classics 
Swamscott, MA 
 
Joseph Beaudette ‘11 (1134) 
Civil & Environmental  
Engineering 
Canton, NY 
 
Frederick Ballyns ‘11 (1135) 
Mechanical Engineering 
Oswego, NY 
[Junior Steward] 
 
Richard Corrales ‘12 (1137) 
Communications 
Ardsley, NY 
[Brotherhood Chairman] 
 
Theodore Ni ‘12 (1138) 
Math and Economics 
Parsippany, NJ 
[Capital Campaign Liaison] 
 
William Zeligson ‘12 (1139) 
Biology 
Cleveland, OH 
 
Justin Burden ‘12 (1140) 
Economics 
Fairfield, OH 
[Senior Steward] 
 
Charles Hernandez ‘12 (1142) 
Material Sciences 
Atkinson, NH 
[Athletics Chairman] 
 
David Skiff ‘12 (1143) 
Computer Science 
Iowa City, IA 
[Technologist] 
 
Winston Feng ‘12 (1144) 
Industrial and Labor Relations 
Walnut, CA 
[Dean of Alumni Affairs] 
 
 

Jared Leventhal ‘12 (1145) 
Biology and Society 
Woodmere, NY 
 
Michael Spanier ‘12 (1146) 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Linwood, NJ 
[Secretary] 
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A Message From Our 
Corporation Board President 

As mentioned in the Spring 2009 Traveler, the Inglis family (the late Burton F. Inglis 1940 (385), Rexford J. 
Inglis 1967 (700), and Scott F. Inglis 1999 (1019)) is the first and only family with a 3-generation Cornell Acacia 
legacy. The Inglis Legacy was formally recognized at a brief but well-attended ceremony on June 6, 2009 during 
the Cornell Reunion Weekend. 

The Wing roof was has now been replaced and should provide another 12 years of service. The kitchen 
window was replaced. The replacement of the steam boiler began in June and the project is nearly complete. 
The heating system cost $46,400 and related carpentry, carpeting, and electrical repairs cost another $15,000.  
Many electrical safety issues (buried and other illegal junctions, overloaded circuits, improperly grounded de-
vices, etc.) were discovered and addressed. It is assumed that many of these were done decades ago by Broth-
ers who didn’t know any better. Part of the heating project included heating the 3rd floor dorm, necessary be-
cause of the recently installed sprinkler system.  All the cast iron steam radiators and exposed pipes were re-
moved and replaced with hot water baseboard radiators and pipes. The drywall ceiling above the pool table (1/3 
of which was removed to run new heating pipes) is being covered with tongue-and-groove pine boards.  The 
Corporation’s maintenance budget for 2009/2010 Academic Year has already been spent.  But, neither the Capi-
tal Campaign nor Acacia’s list of capital improvements is over.  Help us reach our $345K Capital Campaign goal! 

We had hoped to enlarge and pave the back parking lot this summer but the project would have cost about 
$50,000 which neither the Actives nor the Corporation could afford (about $20,000 had been budgeted by the 
Actives). Whether or not this project will be in the cards for the 2010/2011 Academic Year remains to be seen. 

Although we are now in the 3rd year of our 5-year Capital Campaign, please remember that we rely on 
everyone’s payment of their annual dues to help keep our 100+ year-old home in good and safe condition. 
We’re still hopeful to motivate many of those who have given nothing over the years to turn over a new leaf 
and contribute something. If 600 alumni each contributed $50 (annual dues), we'd have $30,000/year to invest in 
Acacia's future. Over the years, we've probably realized, at best, 20% of this.  We need an influx of new con-
tributors to reach our Capital Campaign goal, and those who do contribute should not forget their annual dues 
obligation. 

Please email or call me if you have comments, concerns, suggestions, want to get involved, or simply want 
to say hello. It would be wonderful if I heard from some of you so I know you are as concerned, yet encour-
aged, as I am about the future of our beloved Acacia.  Note that this issue of The Traveler has very few 
“mailbag” items.  This is because of a lack of news, not lack of space in The Traveler. 
 
Fraternally, 
 
Steven L. Stein ‘73 (787) 
[339 E. Miller Rd., Ithaca, NY 14850-9431; 607-277-3125; cell 607-351-3901; sls8@cornell.edu] 

Acacia Fraternity Foundation Donations 
 

Tax-deductible contributions to the Cornell Chapter Account of the Acacia Fraternity Foundation can be made at any time and should be 
mailed to: Acacia Fraternity Foundation, 8777 Purdue Road, Suite 130, Indianapolis, IN 46268 
 
Checks should be made payable to “Acacia Fraternity Foundation.” Use of the chapter’s Foundation is limited to scholarships and quali-
fied educational expenses. 
 

Donations to Acacia’s Cornell  Endowment 
 

Donations to the Cornell University Endowment can be directed to the Cornell Acacia Fraternity portion of the endowment through speci-
fying the “Arthur Lee Thompson III Memorial Scholarship Endowment” when donating. Our current Cornell University endowment 
share value is approximately $460,000. Our money grows based on the performance of the endowment portfolio. The amount that broth-
ers receive is roughly equivalent to the gain on the investment for the year divided by the number of brothers on financial aid. The finan-
cial aid office administers the funds to brothers on financial aid based on the fraternity president’s advisement, provided the dispersal is 
sound judgment. This past year, all Active brothers on financial aid received $1,100 in grants each semester. 
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Venerably Speaking Tory Farney 
The leaves on the trees are 

changing yet again as another fall 
semester has begun.  In my time as 
Venerable Dean, I have found my-
self busier than I have ever been.  
Yet I know the time left to uphold 
the powers of this position is draw-
ing short and therefore I am trying 
to make the very most of my last 
days as Venerable Dean of Acacia 
Fraternity at Cornell University.  
At the beginning of this semester, I 
thought about the goals I had for 
myself, for the brotherhood, and 
how I would accomplish them.  
Instead of keeping my ideas for 
what I wanted the future of our 
chapter to be kept to myself or 
written, I decided to express them 
to the chapter as a whole so collec-
tively, we could set ourselves on a 
path to success.   

The chapter was forced to look 
at the common short-term issues 
that we face all of the time as well 
as new and long-term problems.  
The Interfraternity Council was 
presented with many of its own 
issues just this past year and as a 
whole, the Greek community rose 

to the challenge and placed new 
mandates on our own system.  Re-
cently, we placed a moratorium on 
all Greek social events due to the 
startling number of people who had 
contracted the H1N1 virus at Cor-
nell. The chapter plans to amend  
the By-Laws to make clearer our 
positions on certain issues such as 
individuals who choose to live out 
of house and what to do when the 
house is not full to maximum ca-
pacity. Many brothers have been 
proponents of restructuring the 
way we distribute rooms by creat-
ing more categories of room 
points, thus giving brothers more 
chances to get a better room while 
creating more drive for them to 
participate in Greek events. Other 
goals of the chapter include becom-
ing more involved with philan-
thropy, scheduling more educa-
tional programming for the chap-
ter, and bringing back the commit-
tees that are suppose to help offi-
cers with their duties. 

When I attended the Acacia 
Leadership Academy this summer 
at Indiana, I noticed something 

about the Indiana house. The 
brothers there had their values 
posted on the wall of their com-
mon room, displayed so anyone 
could read it, with everything they 
expected from their brothers, from 
social responsibility to academics. It 
was the sort of values based system 
that many had been searching for in 
our own chapter, something that 
would state what we believe in. 
This is one of the major goals of 
our chapter as we head forward, 
creating our own values based sys-
tem to not only reward brothers, 
but to show potential new mem-
bers that we are more than the 
average Greek house.   

This daunting list of tasks will 
not be completed during the rest 
of my days as Venerable Dean, but 
I can say with confidence that who-
ever receives the reins from me 
will carry out what is best for the 
future of Acacia as well so that we 
may continue to strengthen the ties 
of friendship well into the future. 

  

 
 
 
 

Brothers Hernandez and 
Zeligson enjoying a  

moment of camaraderie 
before heading out for 
the Homecoming 2009  

banquet. 



Collegetown bar scene. At Dunbar’s, they managed to 
convince some Cornell girls that they were members of 
the Big Red hockey team. Luckily, the real hockey team 

was busy hosting a house party that night and wasn’t 
around to hear about any of this. 

Unfortunately, we received some news which put a 
damper on the weekend’s celebrations. Acacia’s Interna-
tional President, Brother Dave Allen, died on October 2 
of acute myeloid leukemia. Allen was first elected presi-
dent in 2002 and re-elected in 2006. 

I only met Dave Allen once, at the 2008 Conclave in 
Louisville, but I can attest to his character and his gener-
osity. I had never spoken to him before, but he knew 
what we were doing at Cornell and congratulated me on 
some of our achievements. He asked me if we were en-
joying the trip and seemed very down-to-earth. 

Others have had similar experiences. Brother alum-
nus Ben Jacoby ’09 wrote that “at Centennial, he was the 
one making sure WE were having a good time, I can't 
even remember the amount of drinks he bought us, even 
though he himself couldn't drink because he was on his 
second liver.” 

Tony Phillips, who broke the news of Allen’s death, 
remarked that there had never been a finer brother of 
Acacia. A lengthy obituary has been posted on the Acacia 
website, and donations in his honor may be made to the 
Acacia Fraternity Foundation. 

 

(Continued from page 1) 
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Fall Pledge Class Tyler Huth 
John Ertl was born and raised in Park Falls, Wis-
consin. After high school, he went to a commu-
nity college in the University of Wisconsin System 
for two years and got his associate’s degree be-
fore transferring to Cornell in Fall 2009. Now he 
is majoring in Industrial and Labor Relations and 
will graduate from Cornell in 2011. Some of 
John’s interests include politics, labor, comedy, 
volunteering, outdoor activities, and music.  
 
Jonathan Hsieh was born in Columbus, Ohio, 
and is of Chinese/Taiwanese heritage. He is in the 
Class of 2012 studying at the School of Hotel Ad-
ministration. His hobbies include photography and 
cars. Over the next few years, he hopes to meet 
many new people and strengthen ties among the 
brothers at Acacia. 
 
Mark Polishuk is from Rockaway, New York. He is an 
AEM major with a focus in finance and accounting. He 
looks forward to meeting the rest of the Acacia broth-
ers. In addition to the heavy academic work load, he is 

also working on co-starting an investment research club 
that delves into the Asian, and more particularly the 
Chinese, equity markets. Mark enjoys the great Ameri-
can outdoors, including hiking, skiing, jogging, canoeing, 
and climbing.  

 
Fall pledges John Ertl (pledge class president), Jonathan Hsieh, 

Mark Polishuk 

 
Brothers Bilmes and Huth pose for a photo at an 

Acacia formal. 
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Brotherhood Redefined Richard Corrales 

T H E  T R A V E L E R  

From the begin-
ning of the year, Aca-
cia has been working 
hard to bring new 
freshman faces to the 
house to socialize 
with the brothers.  
The main events 
planned were bi-
weekly Acacia Barbe-
ques, and Facebook is 
being used as the 
main method for ad-
vertisement.  There is 
a Facebook group 
that we use to send 
notifications to all the 
members about when 
we are having a BBQ, or other events.   

So far this year, we have been extremely successful in meeting new people, getting 
names, and following up with freshmen, making sure they come back and continue to get 
to know all the brothers.  In the upcoming few weeks, we plan to be playing broomball, an 
extremely fun game played on ice, similar to hockey.  Also, we plan on renting out the 
Helen Newman Bowling Alley for a night of brother bowling.  While the weather remains 
nice enough to be outside we will be throwing a football, Frisbee, or using the new Acacia 
Toss game, which the brothers who went to ALA had so much fun playing. 

The brotherhood seems more involved than ever in achieving great things for this 
house.  The effort and event planning of more brotherhood events, while also bringing 

freshmen over, has im-
proved our reputation 
on campus, and more 
and more people are 
beginning to recognize 
Acacia for what it is.  
This includes sororities 
such as Alpha Chi 
Omega, which thanked 
us for sending them 
fresh baked cookies on 
the first day of classes.  
The brotherhood at 
Acacia continues to 
grow strong and I can 
strongly say, I am proud 
to be an Acacian. 

Pledge Jonathan Hsieh enjoying company of guests at Acacia 

Alumni Thomas Balcerski and Mark Elliot enjoying con-
versation and food at the Homecoming tailgate, fall 2009. 

"Acacia continues 
to have a great 

mixture of brother-
hood events, date 
nights and formals, 
and social events 
with sororities. 

There is something 
going on every 

weekend." 
-Elie Bilmes ‘10 
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Socially Denied 

When starting the semester, I was worried that the 
social scene may be a challenging area to dominate with 
the variety of fraternities by trying to make our parties 
overflow with people.  It turns out that we were better 
off than I could have ever imagined; the newly initiated 
brothers (for the most part) seem to be extremely out-
going and friendly, making our house one of the more 
popular destinations.  

It was at this time that an unfortunate and serious 
turn of events occurred on campus pertaining to the 
H1N1 virus.  Due to the rapidness of the spread of 
H1N1, the IFC decided to go on a social hiatus to try 
to slow down and possibly even stop the virus as a 
whole. Two weeks later, reported H1N1 numbers 
were down a significant amount and now we are al-
lowed social events.  That being said, plans are being 
made for our annual “Oktoberfest” party to take place 
near the end of October. As I leave the position of Jun-
ior Dean, I hope that my brothers would say I im-
proved our social scene as well as organized some 
pretty awesome events that have left some pretty awe-
some memories in the minds of those who attended. 

 Since my term as treasurer of Acacia began last No-
vember, I have had a great experience giving back to this 
fraternity that already has given me so much. With the help 
of the rest of the executive board, the finances of the ac-
tive chapter have been in order, and they will continue to 
be so for a long time. Earlier in the semester, I placed 
$40,000 in our savings account. By the end of this semes-
ter, I am trying to save a net total of $30,000 in our savings 
account for the future benefit of the fraternity. I firmly be-
lieve that this is a feasible aspiration.  

Moreover, we have been using our money wisely by 
continually donating to the Capital Campaign to ensure 
that our house is well maintained. Thanks to the installa-
tion of the new sprinkler system, a new carpet for the 
commons, alumni generously donating their time and 
money to purchase a new piano, and a new heating system, 
our house is in great shape. 

Being treasurer of this fraternity has given me a unique 
experience to practice leadership and management skills 
that will help me in whatever career I choose to pursue. 
Although I am sad that my term as treasurer will come to 
an end this November, I am excited to see other brothers 
assume leadership roles in the fraternity. I am pleased that 
other brothers have already come to me inquiring about 
being treasurer. It is clear to me that we have a talented 
group of young men, and I am certain that the next treas-
urer, whoever he may be, will ensure that our finances 
remain in order for years to come.  

Business Report 
Adam Brownstein 

Thomas Kozakiewicz  

Brother Farney delivers a speech at the  
Homecoming dinner at Rogue’s Harbor. 

 
Brothers Farney and Zatz get dressed to pose for 

2009 Acacia composite. 
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Fraternal Scholarship Brian Cannon 
This fall, the active brotherhood continues the storied path of years past in offering the Spirit of Acacia scholar-

ship to first-year Cornell men.  As this semester’s Dean of Scholarship, I’m working closely with Rush Chairman 
Tyler Huth to determine creative ways to engender rush interest in scholarship applicants.   

Our difficulty in the past has always been in keeping applicants interested in and around the house long 
enough for formal rush in January.  To rise to that challenge, we’ll be conducting several block interviews (i.e. 10-
15 individual interviews given over a single period of time) spaced out over the month of November rather than 
daily individual interviews, and will invite each large block for a barbeque afterwards.  This will thus serve in con-
junction with and as an extension to the informal brotherhood/rush BBQs that Tyler has organized biweekly re-
cently. 

My main goal for scholarship applicants is for them to interact with as many brothers as possible throughout 
the process, and inform them that fraternal participation is essential to be considered for an award. Finally, in the 
hopes of retaining those applicants that do not receive awards, the active brotherhood has been discussing the 
idea of inviting all applicants to our annual Thanksgiving dinner to ensure that all feel welcome and have the op-
portunity to witness the strong bonds of camaraderie that mark life at Northcote.   

Winning On and Off the Field Charles Hernandez 
Since last spring, the Acacia sports teams have been doing well. The team did extremely well in softball at the end of 

last semester, going 2-1 over the regular season. This put the team, led by Tory Farney into the playoffs where they ad-
vanced to the second round of playoffs before being eliminated by Phi Kappa Tau. The match was extremely hard fought 
by both sides with Acacia being at a disadvantage from the offset by being a man down. Phi Tau took an early lead in the 
first inning, scoring 10 runs before earning 3 outs. It was clear that being a man down was turning the game into no con-
test, but after a few tactical changes during the second inning Acacia started playing much better, outscoring Phi Tau 7-5 
over the remaining innings leaving the game at a final score of 15-7. 

Acacia also competed in disk golf during the spring 2009 semester. Robert Norback and Shu Song both participated 
in the tournament and did well. They both ended up with scores of 37, only 6 above the winning score of 31. 

The last sport that Acacia entered into soccer. The team, which made it easily to the playoffs last year, has had its 
squad strengthened by the addition of Charlie Hernandez (now captain) and Justin Burden. The team went 2-2-1 for the 
season and qualified for the 
playoffs. The first match, a 
3-1 win against Pi Kappa 
Phi, was a dominating per-
formance by the team as a 
whole. The second match 
against SAE was a much 
closer affair. Unfortunately, 
our offense wasn't as ag-
gressive and the game 
ended 1-0. The third game 
was a 2-1 win over Llen-
roc, while we lost the 
fourth game 3-1 to Zeta 
Psi.  We lost in the first 
round of the playoffs to 
Zeta Psi in another 3-1 
heartbreaker.  All told, the 
soccer team put forth an 
effort worthy of the name 
Acacia. 

The Acacia soccer team poses after its final match of the fall 2009 season. 
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Northcote Renovations Justin Burden 
The construction on Northcote 

for the new heating system is cur-
rently being finished. The total cost of 
the project was around $50,000. If 
the former heating/plumber contrac-
tor (Wilson & Sons) had correctly 
certified the old boilers, there would 
have been no need to purchase a re-
placement. The project, originally 
scheduled to be completed in July, has 
been delayed even longer because of 
electrical issues in the bar room that 
required the removal of much of the 
bar room ceiling. Once the ceiling is 
put back in place, the house will hope-
fully be able to pass inspections, so 
that social events can be held at the 
house again. The upkeep of the house 
and people moving in at the end of 
summer along with the current work 
on the house has been somewhat hectic. The majority of the house is in good condition, but once the heating 
project is completed the condition of the entire house should return to “normal.” 

Some of the recent improvements from the actives to the house include the addition of a small-scale gym 
inside the tool shed and the second floor hallway being repainted blue. Many other smaller repairs/projects on 
the house range from the removal of the large maple tree near the dining room patio to the patching of the car-
pet in the Chapter Room, commons, and living room. The primary improvement on the horizon is the pavement 
of the parking lot. The current estimates are approximately $50,000, much higher than originally expected, so the 
project will be delayed until at least the summer of 2010. Several trees will have to be removed and new circuits 
will have to be installed for this project. Also, the subfloor and floor covering in the first floor mailroom are 
hopefully going to be replaced in the coming winter before rush week. The final project in the near future may be 

replacing the hot water storage tanks. The gen-
eral outlook for the house for the near and dis-
tant future looks to be very positive 

Active brothers Zatz, Bilmes, Arrue, and Huth and brother  
alumnus Bostick celebrate Bilmes’ birthday in Collegetown. 

 
 
 

Brothers enjoying a 
hot meal as winter 

closed in faster than 
usual this year. 
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Alumni Mailbag 
L.W. ‘Pete” Knapp Jr. 1951 (509) [1 Oaknoll Ct., 
#G662, Iowa City, IA 52246-5250] is pretty much con-
fined to a wheelchair as the result of a stroke in 2002, 
yet still manages to get to weekly Rotary luncheon 
meetings and weekend outings thanks to son, Chris (’72 
Iowa State Acacian). 
 
William C. Burnett 1953 (490) [11 South Helderberg 
Pkwy., Slingerlands, NY 12159-9742] visited Acacia early 
this summer.  After seeing the new and improved 1953 
Composite (which was done just prior to the 2007 Cen-
tennial) and wishing he had a copy, Steve Stein 1973 
(787) surprised him a few months later with his own 
copy which Bill immediately had framed.  Bill will be 
contacting the others in the photo to see if they, too, 
would like a copy. 
 
Carol Stevens [3211 Moonshadow Lane, Garden City, 
SC 29576-3358], widow of William L. Stevens 1955 
(553) informed us of Bill’s passing.  She was grateful that 
he was able to attend the Acacia’s Centennial Celebra-
tion in 2007. 
 
Edward A. Conroy 1957 (592) [407 Summit Ave., Ligo-
nier, PA 15658-1428; ecjc135@verizon.net] is on the 
mend after breaking a leg. 
 
Stewart L. Burger 1970 (738) [2502 Bristol Dr., Ames, 
IA 50010-7118; stewartb22@mchsi.com] made yet an-
other generous contribution to help Cornell Acacia 
with its long list of projects. 
 
Stuart S. Hantman MD 1971 (756) [28 Founders Green, 
Pittsford, NY 14534-2165; StuHantman@aol.com] and 
wife, Carol Lee Fox Hantman 1973 are proud first-time 
grandparents of Samuel Isaac.  Samuel was born 
7/16/2009 to daughter Melissa 2001 and her husband. 

 
Stanley P. Grzywna 1973 (780) [2183 Main St., Three 
Rivers, MA 01080-1130] tutors students in math for the 
GED test on a voluntary basis. 
 
 

David D. Nolte 1981 (881) [4155 Eisenhower Rd., 
Lafayette, IN 47905-8425; nolte@physics.purdue.edu] 
was thrilled to see that Acacia has a new piano.  It 
brings back fond memories, especially of John Graham 
1981 (883) and Bill Bethke 1979 (851) playing accom-
paniment at parties. 

 
Thomas J. Balcerski 2005 (1063) [316 Highland Road, 
B-203, Ithaca, NY 14850; tjb36@cornell.edu] has re-
turned to Cornell to obtain his PhD after completing 
his M.A. at SUNY Stony Brook.  He is excited at the 
prospect of living in Ithaca and working towards his 
dissertation back on the Hill.  Tom is also looking for-
ward to being a part of Acacia in person rather than 
exclusively by phone or email. 

 
Elie J. Track 2006 (1077) [6230 Carriage Gate Ln. SE, 
Mableton, GA 30126-7714; ejtrack@gmail.com] went 
to Panama City Beach, FL for the 4th of July with 
Hanny Carp-Martinovici 2006 (1071) and Jared David 
2006 (1076). 

 
Patricia M. Warner Kehe 1979 (L1) [106 14th St., Wat-
kins Glen, NY 14891; pmkehe@gmail.com] moved 
back to Watkins Glen and is working for Dynasil 
Corp. of America, a small, publicly-traded company in 
Ithaca.  As “class officer” for the Little Sisters of Cor-
nell Acacia, she attempted to round up contact info 
for all the Little Sisters, with about 50% success.  Patty 
has spoken with Linda Kane 1984 (L16), Julie Traver 
Weiss 1983 (L17), Pam Hudadoff 1986 (L6), Tatiana 
Maltsev Graham 1982 (L7), Lisa Davidson Friedlander 
1983 (L15), Mary Myers Pasquino 1985 (L24), Valerie 
Propati Smith 1979 (L13), Pam Gros Mercer 1982 
(L10), Tina Rizzi Baron 1982 (L11), Annette Huber 
Lee 1985 (L19), and Barb Warner Deane 1983 (L12). 
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                 Honor Roll 2008—2009                  

                Donor                                    Roll      Class     Pledge Year 
         BRADLEY J AYRES *           (1070)   2006      PL 2003 
         KENNETH JAY AYRES JR.       (1052)   2004      PL 2001 
         THOMAS J BALCERSKI *        (1063)   2005      PL 2002 
         JEFFREY J BALLYNS           (1075)   2005      PL 2003 
         ROBERT J BERGREN             (443)   1950      PL 1947 
         STEWART L BURGER *           (738)   1970      PL 1967 
         WILLIAM C BURNETT *          (490)   1953      PL 1949 
         MARTIN S CARDINALI           (918)   1984      PL 1981 
         JOHN W CARLSON               (689)   1966      PL 1963 
         JOHN W CARPENTER III *       (959)   1991      PL 1987 
         HANNY A CARP-MARTINOVICI    (1071)   2006      PL 2003 
         BRIAN PATTERSON CLAPP       (1100)   2009      PL 2006 
         EDWARD A CONROY              (592)   1957      PL 1955 
         CHRISTOPHER E DANICIC       (1090)   2008      PL 2005 
         CHARLES W DEAKYNE *          (446)   1950      PL 1947 

MARK A ELLIOT               (1081)   2007      PL 2004 
         PHILIP ENGLER                (739)   1970      PL 1967 
         ROBERT S FASH *              (594)   1958      PL 1954 
         DAVID R FISCHELL *           (800)   1975      PL 1972 
         CAREY W FLETCHER             (596)   1958      PL 1955 
         PAUL B GOLDBERG *            (755)   1971      PL 1968 
         JAMES W GREIG II             (795)   1974      PL 1972 
         STANLEY P GRZYWNA *          (780)   1973      PL 1970 
         WILLIAM B HAIRSTON III *     (873)   1980      PL 1977 
         STUART S HANTMAN MD *        (756)   1971      PL 1968 
         BYRON L HING *              (1040)   2002      PL 1999 
         HENRY L HOOD *               (407)   1943      PL 1940 
         SETH A JACOBSON             (1092)   2008      PL 2005 
         ALAN L JETTE                 (895)   1982      PL 1979 
         MORRIS A JETTE JR.           (868)   1980      PL 1977 
         WILLIAM L KELTZ              (632)   1961      PL 1958 
         LAFAYETTE W. 'PETE' KNAPP    (509)   1951      PL 1949 
         JOHN L KRAKAUER *            (642)   1962      PL 1959 
         JERRY W KREIDER *            (720)   1968      PL 1965 
         RICHARD S LYSLE              (732)   1969      PL 1966 
         ALLEN M MALE                 (643)   1962      PL 1959 
         JOHN S MALLERY JR.           (545)   1952      PL 1951 
         MARK F MALTENFORT            (831)   1977      PL 1974 
         DAVID M MAZAIKA              (924)   1985      PL 1982 
         DANIEL R MERRILL PhD         (907)   1983      PL 1980 
         ROBERT C MERRITT *           (807)   1975      PL 1973 
         PAUL G MOLNAR *             (1014)   1998      PL 1995 
         STANLEY R NIMAN *            (783)   1973      PL 1970 
         DAVID D NOLTE *              (881)   1981      PL 1978 
         DAVID A ODEGAARD *           (743)   1970      PL 1967 
         WILLIAM PENDARVIS JR.        (440)   1947      PL 1946 
         MICHAEL M PLISS *            (871)   1980      PL 1977 
         THOMAS L RICKETTS *         (1051)   2003      PL 2000 
         PETER M RIMSHNICK *         (1060)   2005      PL 2002 
         JOSHUA D ROTH               (1049)   2003      PL 2000 
         ROBERT C RUDOLPH             (804)   1975      PL 1972 
         ZACHARY A SAMUELS           (1069)   2004      PL 2002 
         DAVID J SANGREE              (917)   1984      PL 1981 
         ERNEST F SCHAUFLER           (500)   1948      PL 1949 
         BRUCE G SCHNEIDER *          (842)   1978      PL 1975 
         BRIAN SIVILLO *              (993)   1996      PL 1993 
         EDEN SLEGR                   (788)   1973      PL 1971 
         R. MARVIN TOWNSEND           (555)   1955      PL 1952 
         ELIE J TRACK                (1077)   2006      PL 2003 
         WILLIAM A UTIC *             (836)   1977      PL 1974 
         WARREN E WALKER              (681)   1963      PL 1962 
         PATRICIA M WARNER KEHE        (L1)   1979      PL 1979 
         ZACHARY A WEINSTEIN         (1067)   2005      PL 2002 
         HOWARD S ZWIEFEL III *       (734)   1969      PL 1966 

Alumni Honor Roll 
 
64 Donors 
28 Brother Tree Leaf recognitions 
* after name indicates Brother Tree leaf recog-
nition 
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8/15/2009 
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William Wickham 1951 (450) – 8/30/2009 
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	We had hoped to enlarge and pave the back parking lot this summer but the project would have cost about $50,000 which neither the Actives nor the Corporation could afford (about $20,000 had been budgeted by the Actives). Whether or not this project will be in the cards for the 2010/2011 Academic Year remains to be seen.
	Although we are now in the 3rd year of our 5-year Capital Campaign, please remember that we rely on everyone’s payment of their annual dues to help keep our 100+ year-old home in good and safe condition. We’re still hopeful to motivate many of those who have given nothing over the years to turn over a new leaf and contribute something. If 600 alumni each contributed $50 (annual dues), we'd have $30,000/year to invest in Acacia's future. Over the years, we've probably realized, at best, 20% of this.  We need an influx of new contributors to reach our Capital Campaign goal, and those who do contribute should not forget their annual dues obligation.
	Please email or call me if you have comments, concerns, suggestions, want to get involved, or simply want to say hello. It would be wonderful if I heard from some of you so I know you are as concerned, yet encouraged, as I am about the future of our beloved Acacia.  Note that this issue of The Traveler has very few “mailbag” items.  This is because of a lack of news, not lack of space in The Traveler.
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	L.W. ‘Pete” Knapp Jr. 1951 (509) [1 Oaknoll Ct., #G662, Iowa City, IA 52246-5250] is pretty much confined to a wheelchair as the result of a stroke in 2002, yet still manages to get to weekly Rotary luncheon meetings and weekend outings thanks to son, Chris (’72 Iowa State Acacian).
	William C. Burnett 1953 (490) [11 South Helderberg Pkwy., Slingerlands, NY 12159-9742] visited Acacia early this summer.  After seeing the new and improved 1953 Composite (which was done just prior to the 2007 Centennial) and wishing he had a copy, Steve Stein 1973 (787) surprised him a few months later with his own copy which Bill immediately had framed.  Bill will be contacting the others in the photo to see if they, too, would like a copy.
	Carol Stevens [3211 Moonshadow Lane, Garden City, SC 29576-3358], widow of William L. Stevens 1955 (553) informed us of Bill’s passing.  She was grateful that he was able to attend the Acacia’s Centennial Celebration in 2007.
	Edward A. Conroy 1957 (592) [407 Summit Ave., Ligonier, PA 15658-1428; ecjc135@verizon.net] is on the mend after breaking a leg.
	Stewart L. Burger 1970 (738) [2502 Bristol Dr., Ames, IA 50010-7118; stewartb22@mchsi.com] made yet another generous contribution to help Cornell Acacia with its long list of projects.
	Stuart S. Hantman MD 1971 (756) [28 Founders Green, Pittsford, NY 14534-2165; StuHantman@aol.com] and wife, Carol Lee Fox Hantman 1973 are proud first-time grandparents of Samuel Isaac.  Samuel was born 7/16/2009 to daughter Melissa 2001 and her husband.
	Stanley P. Grzywna 1973 (780) [2183 Main St., Three Rivers, MA 01080-1130] tutors students in math for the GED test on a voluntary basis.
	David D. Nolte 1981 (881) [4155 Eisenhower Rd., Lafayette, IN 47905-8425; nolte@physics.purdue.edu] was thrilled to see that Acacia has a new piano.  It brings back fond memories, especially of John Graham 1981 (883) and Bill Bethke 1979 (851) playing accompaniment at parties.
	Thomas J. Balcerski 2005 (1063) [316 Highland Road, B-203, Ithaca, NY 14850; tjb36@cornell.edu] has returned to Cornell to obtain his PhD after completing his M.A. at SUNY Stony Brook.  He is excited at the prospect of living in Ithaca and working towards his dissertation back on the Hill.  Tom is also looking forward to being a part of Acacia in person rather than exclusively by phone or email.
	Elie J. Track 2006 (1077) [6230 Carriage Gate Ln. SE, Mableton, GA 30126-7714; ejtrack@gmail.com] went to Panama City Beach, FL for the 4th of July with Hanny Carp-Martinovici 2006 (1071) and Jared David 2006 (1076).
	Patricia M. Warner Kehe 1979 (L1) [106 14th St., Watkins Glen, NY 14891; pmkehe@gmail.com] moved back to Watkins Glen and is working for Dynasil Corp. of America, a small, publicly-traded company in Ithaca.  As “class officer” for the Little Sisters of Cornell Acacia, she attempted to round up contact info for all the Little Sisters, with about 50% success.  Patty has spoken with Linda Kane 1984 (L16), Julie Traver Weiss 1983 (L17), Pam Hudadoff 1986 (L6), Tatiana Maltsev Graham 1982 (L7), Lisa Davidson Friedlander 1983 (L15), Mary Myers Pasquino 1985 (L24), Valerie Propati Smith 1979 (L13), Pam Gros Mercer 1982 (L10), Tina Rizzi Baron 1982 (L11), Annette Huber Lee 1985 (L19), and Barb Warner Deane 1983 (L12).
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